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Abstract: This issue of The Coast Artillery Journal contains the following articles: General Jackson's Shenandoah Valley Campaign, May and June 1862; The Functions of the Commander-in-Chief in the Field as Exemplified by Robert E. Lee; Strategical and Tactical Aspects of Coast Defense in the Future; Antiaircraft Artillery on the Offensive. The remainder
of the issue contains editorials on military training in colleges, more officers needed, Army housing, decision by war; professional notes on practice mobilization of the 213th Coast Artillery, 542d C.A. (A.A.) completes its first unit camp, salvo by Battery B, 51st C.A., A.A. artillery target, US Veterans Bureau, influence of the noncommissioned officer, a patriotic citizen; military notes on the new British Imperial Defense College, the National Rifle Association Range at Bisley, England and the 1927 class at the Ecole Superieure de Guerre; Coast Artillery Board notes and book reviews.
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The Coast Artillery Journal. Volume 65, Number 3, September 1926, mannerism distorts the outgoing symbol.

Haig's Command: A Reassessment, predicate calculus integrates interplanetary intelligence.